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GU I D E

When it comes to
your personal style,
what says home to you?
Do you lean more towards a modern aesthetic or does a traditional inspired setting
soothe your soul? No matter which side of the style spectrum you’re on, Wood Crest
has a look that is as unique as you are.
Inside you will find kitchens that will inspire as well as ideas for other rooms that may
need an improvement too.
The design flexibility of our cabinet collection allows you to plan a kitchen that not only
optimizes the functionality of your space but how your kitchen relates to the rest of
your home.
Wood Crest; we’ll help you love where you live.
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KITCHEN

E ASY

L I KE

Sunday morning

door style: Salem
species: Maple
finish: Alabaster
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KITCHEN

A
character
study
In this kitchen, the homeowners desired
a modern take on rustic farmhouse. The
pairing of the Pearson shaker door style
with the Weathered Slate finish brought
this look together. The hand brushed
technique used to create this finish is
in keeping with the grey trend of today,
yet the rich character from the brush
strokes suggests a sense of history and
comfort; adding to that country flavour.

The modern rustic feel is further
complemented with the sleek look of
the open shelving and this stunning
wood hood. It’s presence grounds the
room while exuding charm.

door style: Pearson
species: Maple
finish: Weathered Slate
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KITCHEN

There’s always
room for one more.

If you have a big family or piles of friends
who love to drop by, consider incorporating
banquette seating into your kitchen. The benefit
of opting for bench seating is that there’s room
for everyone to congregate around the table.

Look at how this built-in banquette seating
creates a cozy yet chic dining area that’s as
perfect for after-school homework as it is for
a 6-person dinner party. And the best part?
It’s practical too. This banquette features
drawers underneath for storage. SMART!

door style: Elan
species: Maple
finish: Winter and Alabaster
door style: Elan
species: Maple
finish: Winter
door style: Aluminum Frame, Profile 3
species: Maple
No longer are kitchens just the place to store and prep food, the kitchen has morphed into

finish: Weathered Slate

a multifunctional space that can incorporate a dining room, den or even a home office.
This multitasking super kitchen features the balance between form and function just right.
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U R B AN

KITCHEN

Rustic charm

door style: Keelie
species: Maple
finish: Whitecap
door style: Keelie
species: Rustic Alder
finish: Sienna
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door style: Summit
species: Maple
B AT H

finish: Thunder

01

02

Your sanctuary

01

Rejuvenate your bathroom with a luxe vanity that is not only beautiful, but functional
too. The modular components used to create this wall hanging vanity allows you to

The thoughtful design of this U-shaped
vanity drawer accommodates the
placement of your plumbing while
maximizing your drawer storage.
The drawer fully extends so that all
toiletries are at your fingertips.

create the size and configuration needed to suit your personal space.
02
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Open shelving keeps towels within reach.
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OTHER ROOM

door style: Lexington
species: Maple
finish: Black

Fluid spaces
It’s easy to let clothes pile up in the laundry room.
But when you have a system in place, clutter and
chaos is less likely to build. Here, everything has
been appointed a home; right down to the iron.

01

02

This main floor laundry room is adjacent to the
kitchen. Therefore it was esthetically important to
the home owner to incorporate the same cabinet
door style and finish for a cohesive look.

01

The desk double duties as a multi-purpose
work station and a folding table.
02
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ORGANIZE

01

03

02

04

05

Think ergonomics
You shouldn’t have to bend, stretch or crawl into the back of your cabinet to find

door style: Tamarind

what you need. When you’re planning your new kitchen, think about how it’s

species: Maple

functionality will serve your needs not only for today but in the future as well.

01

finish: Thunder

Mixer Shelf
This heavy duty shelf swings up
and locks into place saving you
valuable countertop space.

03

Slide-out Waste Centre
Separate waste from your
recyclables and manage your
compost all at the same time.

Wood Crest’s interior storage solutions are designed to provide productivity,
efficiency but most of all comfort. All of our storage accessories glide out with
ease to reveal your cabinet’s contents making accessibility a breeze!
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02

Tilt-out Trays
This handy tray can store cleaning
brushes or food prep tools
commonly used at the sink

04

Pots and Pans Pull-out
This two tiered shelf unit fully
extends to reveal your cookware.
Lids and cookie sheets are easily
found in the side compartments.

05

Pull-out Dispensa
This pantry fully extends
allowing you access from
either side. Imagine being
able to take stock of your
pantry at a glace without
buying a duplicate item
again!
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KITCHEN

FINDING YOUR LOOK

Three

elements
to consider.

1
Style elements
Today’s kitchens balance a combination of colours, materials, and textures. As you walk through the cabinet style

door style: Henley

door style: Preston

options and finishes available in our colour palette; remember your selections are all about creating a space that

species: PureStyle

species: Thermofoil

finish: Woodgrain Textured Driftwood

finish: Satin Starless

reflects your personal taste - so yes you can incorporate two different colours. Can you mix a painted kitchen with

2
3

Cabinet Door Profile.
The level of detail on your
cabinet doors can set the tone
of your kitchen - anywhere
from a transitional to a clean
minimalist look.

Mixing Colour. Adding
a punch of colour in your base
cabinets or island provides a
nice contrast.
Adding Texture. Sleek
contemporary looks can be
complemented and softened
with a warm wood grain pattern.

a wood island? Absolutely you can! Embody every element in your kitchen; in your home, that brings you joy.
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WOOD

doors
kenna drawer front option 1

paloma

elan 1

kenna 1

newhaven drawer front option 1

1

keelie drawer front option 1

newhaven 1

bradford drawer front option 1

bradford

keelie 1

chelsea 1

lexington 1

pearson 1

pearson drawer front option 1

plymouth 1

plymouth drawer front option 1

salem 1

salem drawer front option 1

sheffield 1

tamarind 1

tamarind drawer front option 1

templeton 1

templeton drawer front option 1

1

berkeley 1

asher drawer front option 1

lexington drawer front option 1

1
Available in Cherry, Rustic Alder, Maple, Oak, Rift

asher 1
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WOOD WIDE RAIL SHAKER DOORS
WOOD SHAKER DOORS

MDF

doors

kenna drawer front option

salem drawer front option

keelie drawer front option

salem

cochrane drawer front option

keelie

kenna

cochrane

whittington 1

summit 4

summit horizontal 4

newhaven drawer front option

newhaven

summit

winfield 1


Available in Cherry, Rustic Alder, Maple, Oak, Rift

Available in Cherry, Rustic Alder, Maple, Oak

Available in Cherry, Maple, Oak, Rift

Available in Bamboo, Rift
1
2
3
4

MDF WIDE RAIL SHAKER DOORS
MDF SLAB DOOR
WOOD BEADED PANEL DOOR

whittington drawer front option 1

summit 3drawer front option 1
marquis

doors

lockhart 2

WOOD

marquis 1

WOOD SLAB DOORS
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MDF SHAKER DOORS
WOOD RAISED PANEL DOORS

MDF RAISED PANEL DOORS

MAPLE AND MDF PREMIUM OPAQUE GLAZES* 1

whitecap
black glaze

alabaster
pewter glaze

alabaster
smoke glaze

alabaster
mocha glaze

seashell
pewter glaze

seashell
smoke glaze

seashell
mocha glaze

drizzle
pewter glaze

drizzle
smoke glaze

drizzle
black glaze

cirrus
pewter glaze

cirrus
smoke glaze

cirrus
black glaze

nimbus
pewter glaze

nimbus
smoke glaze

nimbus
black glaze

cloudburst
pewter glaze

cloudburst
smoke glaze

cloudburst
black glaze

finishes

doors + finishes

whitecap
smoke glaze

MDF + MAPLE

beckett drawer front option

beckett

MDF + MAPLE

whitecap
pewter glaze

MAPLE AND MDF PREMIUM OPAQUE FINISHES*

whitecap

nimbus

alabaster

cloudburst

seashell

drizzle

cirrus

moonlight

black

MAPLE AND MDF PREMIUM HAND BRUSHED FINISHES*

millstone

silverstone

portabello

weathered slate 2

1
Not available on Maple Lockhart and Maple Summit
2
Only available on Maple

*
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When a painted finish is specified, the centre panel may be constructed of Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF).
MDF provides a smoother finish when painted, and is more resistant to warping, expansion, and contraction.
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MAPLE STANDARD STAIN FINISHES

MAPLE PREMIUM STAIN FINISHES

OAK + RIFT

MAPLE

ginger

frappe

winter

tuscan

toffee

sienna

thunder

cappuccino

espresso

cortado

MAPLE PREMIUM STAIN GLAZES 1
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charcoal *

gunmetal blue *

finishes

finishes

natural

OAK AND RIFT STANDARD & PREMIUM STAIN FINISHES

natural
mocha glaze

ginger
mocha glaze

ginger
black glaze

frappe
mocha glaze

frappe
black glaze

winter
pewter glaze

winter
black glaze

tuscan
mocha glaze

tuscan
black glaze

cortado
mocha glaze

cortado
black glaze

toffee
mocha glaze

toffee
black glaze

sienna
mocha glaze

sienna
black glaze

thunder
pewter glaze

thunder
black glaze

cappuccino
black glaze

espresso
black glaze

gunmetal blue
black glaze

*
Premium Finish
1
Not available on Lockhart and Summit
2
Only available on Rift door style

spice

ginger 2

frappe

winter

tuscan

cortado

toffee 2

sienna

thunder

cappuccino

espresso

charcoal *

RIFT PREMIUM HAND BRUSHED FINISHES

weathered slate 2
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RUSTIC ALDER STANDARD AND PREMIUM STAIN FINISHES

CHERRY STANDARD AND PREMIUM STAIN FINIISHES

CHERRY

RUSTIC ALDER

ginger

frappe

winter

tuscan

cortado

ginger

frappe

winter

tuscan

cortado

toffee

sienna

thunder

cappuccino

espresso

charcoal *

sienna

thunder

cappuccino

espresso

charcoal *

RUSTIC ALDER PREMIUM STAIN GLAZES

CHERRY PREMIUM STAIN GLAZES 2

1

natural
mocha glaze

ginger
mocha glaze

ginger
black glaze

frappe
mocha glaze

frappe
black glaze

winter
pewter glaze

ginger
mocha glaze

ginger
black glaze

frappe
mocha glaze

frappe
black glaze

winter
pewter glaze

winter
black glaze

winter
black glaze

tuscan
mocha glaze

tuscan
black glaze

cortado
mocha glaze

cortado
black glaze

toffee
mocha glaze

tuscan
mocha glaze

tuscan
black glaze

cortado
mocha glaze

cortado
black glaze

toffee
mocha glaze

toffee
black glaze

toffee
black glaze

sienna
mocha glaze

sienna
black glaze

thunder
pewter glaze

thunder
black glaze

cappuccino
black glaze

sienna
mocha glaze

sienna
black glaze

thunder
pewter glaze

thunder
black glaze

cappuccino
black glaze

espresso
black glaze

espresso
black glaze
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toffee

finishes

finishes

natural

*
Premium Finish
1
Not available on Lockhart
2
Not available on Lockhart and Summit
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BAMBOO SLAB DOOR

PURESTYLE™ SHAKER DOORS

tuscan

cortado

thunder

satin white

doors + finishes

PURESTYLE STANDARD SATIN FINISHES

PURESTYLE

winter

malton drawer front option

frappe

malton

doors + finishes

natural

henley drawer front option

henley

summit horizontal

BAMBOO

BAMBOO STANDARD & PREMIUM STAIN FINISHES

satin sleet

PURESTYLE PREMIUM TEXTURED WOODGRAIN FINISHES

charcoal*

woodgrain
textured
driftwood

30

woodgrain
textured
tidepool

woodgrain
textured
catamaran
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THERMOFOIL SLAB DOORS

THERMOFOIL BEADED PANEL DOORS

THERMOFOIL STANDARD TEXTURED FINISHES 1

THERMOFOIL

textured antique

finishes

doors

glendale drawer front option

glendale

soho horizontal

soho

THERMOFOIL

textured white

THERMOFOIL PREMIUM SATIN FINISHES 1

THERMOFOIL SHAKER DOORS
satin white

satin sleet

preston drawer front option

preston

coventry drawer front option

coventry

satin daybreak

satin starless

woodgrain
black bean

woodgrain
chillagoe

THERMOFOIL PREMIUM WOODGRAIN FINISHES

woodgrain silt

THERMOFOIL RAISED PANEL DOORS

satin antique

woodgrain flint

woodgrain
warm walnut

woodgrain
sambuca

bristol drawer front option

bristol

THERMOFOIL PREMIUM TEXTURED WOODGRAIN FINISHES

THERMOFOIL PREMIUM GLOSS 2

woodgrain
textured talc

gloss white

woodgrain
textured shale

woodgrain
textured ore

1
Not available on Soho Horizontal
2
Only available on Soho
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MELAMINE SLAB DOORS

ACRYLIC SLAB DOORS

ACRYLIC

summit

contempra horizontal

contempra

MELAMINE

3D aluminum
look edge

two part
layered edge

MELAMINE PREMIUM WOODGRAIN FINISHES

ACRYLIC PREMIUM 3D ALUMINUM LOOK EDGE FINISHES

white

woodgrain
natural 1

fossil

antique

woodgrain
warm walnut

woodgrain
textured
catamaran

woodgrain
textured barchan

woodgrain
textured pier

wired bronze

metallic gibraltar

wired cobalt

metallic sapphire

ACRYLIC PREMIUM TWO PART LAYERED-BRUSHED ALUMINUM LOOK EDGE FINISHES

MELAMINE PREMIUM TEXTURED WOODGRAIN FINISHES

woodgrain
woodgrain
textured driftwood textured ebb

wired mercury

doors + finishes

doors + finishes

MELAMINE STANDARD FINISHES 1

woodgrain
textured tidepool

glacial

glass green

dark grey

ruby red

woodgrain
textured
manatee

1
Not available on Contempra Horizontal
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ALUMINUM FRAME DOORS

STANDARD GLASS INSERT OPTIONS

listral

reeded

ALUMINUM FRAME

ALUMINUM FRAME

clear

satin

inserts

doors

METALLIC FINISH INSERT OPTION

aluminum

DOOR PROFILE OPTION

brushed
stainless

platinum ice

BACK PAINTED GLASS INSERT OPTIONS

profile 2

profile 3

DOOR FRAME FINISHES

natural
aluminum
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brushed
stainless

profile 7

white gloss

sand gloss

slate gloss

black gloss

white matte

sand matte

slate matte

black matte
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SIDES

5/8" furniture board sides

•

5/8" plywood* sides
TOP & BOTTOM

•

5/8" furniture board top and bottom

•

5/8" plywood* top and bottom
BACK

•

3/16" hardboard back with 5/8" thick mounting strips

•

3/16" plywood* back with 5/8" thick mounting strips
SHELVES

•

5/8" adjustable furniture board shelves

•

LIF
E

5/8" adjustable plywood* shelves
INTERIOR

E LIMITED
TIM

D

TE

LIF

E TI M E LI M

•

White or Natural melamine cabinet interior

•

Natural plywood* cabinet interior

NTY

A
WARR

I

HINGE**

•

™
Fully concealed, six-way adjustable Smart Stop
soft-closing hinge

1
 70˚ hinge
DRAWER**

Peace of mind

ALL
PLYWOOD
UPGRADE*

C ONS TRUC TION

C ONS TRUC TION

specifications

STANDARD

Hardwood dovetail drawer with undermount,
full extension SmartStop™ guides
Metal drawer with with undermount, full extension
SmartStop™ guides

When it’s your forever home, the physical structure and rigidity of your cabinets should

•

•

Upgrade

Upgrade

•

•

Optional

Optional

** Downgrade to Basic Modifications
also available:

be first and foremost. That’s why Wood Crest provides durability you can count on.
We stand behind the craftsmanship of each cabinet with a Lifetime Warranty. Rest

HINGE

Non-soft close hinge

assured, your investment is protected for as long as you own your home.

DRAWER

Melamine drawer with
3/4 extension, Non-soft close
Melamine drawer with
full extension SmartStop™ guides

B U I LT W I T H C O N F I D E N C E
All Wood Crest base cabinets feature full extension,
hardwood dovetail drawer boxes with undermount
SmartStop™ guides. You’re guaranteed a gentle
close everytime!
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A L L P LY W O O D U P G R A D E
*A
 ll plywood components meet ANSI/
HPVA HP-1 standards and may
contain MDF or particleboard.
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A V A I L A B L E E X C L U S I V E LY
AT H O M E H A R D WA R E
WOODCRESTCABINETS.CA
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TIME LIMITE
FE

WARRANTY
TIM

E

D

LI

FE

E LI MIT

Styles, product availability and construction may vary slightly from
those shown in this catalog due to material availability and/or design
evolution. Specifications are subject to change without notice. For
more details, contact your designer.

Product photography and illustrations have been reproduced as
accurately as printing technologies permit. To ensure highest
satisfaction, we strongly recommend you view an actual sample
for best colour, wood grain and finish representation.
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